Superflex High Build
A self-reinforced patching compound
A self-reinforced
patching compound
for long lasting roof
repairs
What is
Superflex High Build?

Its high-build nature allows even
extensive repairs to be made
quickly and easily.

Key features and
benefits of
Superflex High Build

Fast and easy to use – no mixing
and no priming required
Contains self-reinforcing fibres for
added support and long lasting
repairs
Can be applied to wet or dry
surfaces
Bonds to virtually any
construction material
Choice of two colours:
Highly reflective white surface
keeps buildings cool and reduces
energy use
Black option absorbs solar radiaHow does Superflex
tion, blending in with common
roofing materials and reducing
High Build work?
the accumulation of snow and ice
Superflex High Build is a
Forms
a flexible barrier that
self-reinforced, long lasting acrylic
prevents further cracking
polymer. This bonds well to any
common roofing and construction Long shelf-life in the tin, even
materials, including felt, asbestos, after opening
concrete, lead, iron and other
metals, asphalt and even glass.
Superflex High Build is a flexible
waterproof barrier that can be
applied to virtually any roofing
material, wet or dry, to repair
leaks and cracks. It even works for
large scale patching and
making extensive repairs. It can
be used right from the tin with no
mixing, and can be applied with a
brush, trowel or roller. Its
advanced chemistry allows repairs
to last up to ten years.

Technical Information
Superflex High Build is touch-dry
approximately 4 hours after
application, and can withstand
foot traffic after 24 hours. Wait at
least 16 hours before overcoating.
The coverage is approximately 1
square metre per kilo, depending
on the type of surface to be
covered. Available in white and
black.
Use with fibreglass matting to
span larger gaps and holes.
Overcoat with Superflex Smooth
for an even more attractive and
durable finish.
For your protection, always read
the MSDS sheet for Superflex
High Build before use and follow it
closely.
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